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Ac ad em ic Council Ad op ts
Ne w Finol Exam Policy
By MICHAEL BUEL
A new and different motion
was passed in last week 's
Academic Council meeting
concerning final exams. This
new 'substitute motion' as
amended will appear in next
semesters Manual of Informatio n .
The new policy for final
exams, as presented by Dr.
James Johnson, will state the
following: "Final exams shall
be given for all classes during
final examination week as
scheduled. Exemptions may be
in the form of . standing
departm ent policy, in writing,
approved by the departmental
faculty and signed by the
department chairperson ."
If you have a conflict between
two final examinations, the
subject regularly scheduled for
the year in which you are
classified
shall
take
precedence, and the department teaching the other subject

shall
arrange
a
special
examination for you upon
verificati on by the Registra r. If
you
have
three
final
examinations scheduled on the
same day you may request that
the examination falling in the
second period on that day be
moved t6 a different date. (If no
exam ination is scheduled in the
second period, the examination
In the fourth period will be
moved. ) If . you have four
exam inations scheduled on the
same day you may request that
the second -and-or fourth
examination be moved to
another date . All of the above
requests are to be made in the
Registra r's Office at least one
week before the beginning of
the final examination week .
At the October 25 meeting. a
motion was brought to the floor
to amend the final examination
policy as presently written . The
current
policy
with
the
proposed
amendment
had
stated: " Examinations of two-

Search For De an '
Ma y End Soon
Courtesy of
Rolla Dally News
UMR might have a new dean
of engineering by early next
year, Paul Stigall, chairman of
the £ommittee assigned to find
top candidates, said this
morning .
"We would like to have the
new dean picked by the early
part of next semester ; that
might be optimisti c, but that's
what we're shooting for," he
said.
Stigall, associate professor of
electrica l
engineering. - is
·chairma n of the 12-member

search committee formed when
James Halligan resigned in
mid-August., Halligan became
engineering
dean
at
the
Universi ty of Arkansas.
Robert Davis, assistant dean
of the School of Engineering at
UMR, has been acting dean
since Halligan 's departure .
Twenty-nine persons applied
for the dean's position, some
after the Nov , 1 deadline, Stigall
said, Last Wednesday the
committee reduced its list of
active candidates to 13.
(Continu ed on Pag-e 2)
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hours duration at the end of a
semester may be given at the
option of the instructo r in all
lecture and laboratory courses.
No
unscheduled
final
examination,
nor
com prehensive examination during
a regular class period in lieu of
a final , shall be given except on
written permission from the
Chairperson of the Department
and Dean of the School in which
the final is given ." This motion
failed
in
the
November
meeting.
After much discussion on this
amendment,
a
substitute
motion was brought to the floor
stating : " Final examinations
shall be given for all classes
during final examination week
as scheduled. Exceptions must
be approved by the department
chairperson in writing ." This
motion passed in the November
meeting however, with the last
statement amended to include
departm ent
faculty
and
poli cy.
In general the new policy will
require all professor s to give
finals and they must be given
during finals week. Although
The Miner basketb all team won games against UMKC and
the requirement is necessary,
Morning side College last weekend in the UMR Invitatio nal
professo r s may choose to give
Tournam ent, These victories gave the Miners first place
zero-point finals .

in the tournam ent.

(Photo by Caswe'l Il

AP O Sponsors Bo ok sto re
Submitted by APO
Alpha Phi Omega has announced that its bookstore will
be open as usual during the first
three weeks of next semester . It
will be open Tu esday and
Wednesday before school st arts
and weekdays therea fter for the
first few weeks of school.
All current used text books
will be received and attempted
to be sold. If vou aren 't fam ilar
with the Alpha Phi Omega

(A.P .O.) Bookstore this is now
it operates .
( 1) You price the book for
what you want.
(2) A. P.O. adds a 10 percent
charge to cover handling .
(3) A.P .O. attempts to sell the
book at the book store.
(4) A t the end of the sellin g
period A,P.O. will write you a
check for what the books sold
for or return the book to you.
If you don 't need the money
for your books now wait un til

All.. -n-\AT <Of'i'EE MAP E
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next semester and sell them for
more,
If you want to get food books
cheaper th en check the A.P.O.
bookstore first. If we have the
book we will almost always be
cheaper.
A,P.O . r egrets that it doesn't
always have the used book that
a person is looking for merely
because certain books people
don 't sell . If you haven 't tr ied
the A,P.O. bookstore before
give us a chance .
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THURSDAY

SATURDAY

TONIGHT'S MOVIE

PSI CHI

This weeks featured film in the Fourteen Great Film Series is "Mr.
Hullo's Holliday" directed by Jacques Tatl. It will be shown in the ME
Auditorium bel!inning at 7:30 p.m. Cost is $2 .00 at the door.

Saturday, December 8, beginning at 7:30 p.m., there will be a Psi
Chi Christmas party at 1313 Truman Drive (behind Penney's in the
Forum). Bring own soda or other liquid relreshment. Snacks Iree.
Public invited .

...eLUB
There will be an M·Club meeting Thursday, Dec. 6 at 7:00 in room
121 ME . This wiil have the Initiation Ceremony and also election of
officers for next semester.

NODAY
COLLEGE BOWL

C.G.S.

The UMR "College Bowl" competition scheduled for Nov. 27, 28 and
29 has been rescheduled lor next semester. The new dates for College.
Bowl are January 28, 29, and 30. It will be held in St. Pat's Ballroom.
as before, and wiil start at 6:00 in the evening. The Student Union
Board was lorced to reschedule the .competition due to technical
difficulties, and regrets any problems this may cause anyone.

The Council of Graduate Students will have a short meeting Thur·
sday, December 6, 1979, at 6:30 p.m. in the Meremec Room of the
University Center. All graduate students are invited and department
representatives are urged to attend . Refreshments will be served .

BETA CHI SIGMA
An important meeting will be h ~ ld Thursday. December 6. in room
20101 the Old Student Union at 6:00 p.m.

GRADUATING SENIORS

All students who will graduate in the December t979 ciass are asked
to turn in a notice to the Placement Center regarding your luture
.
plans . This should be done before you leave campus .
The Placement Office provides liletime service lor all UMR
graduates. That is why we need to know now about your immediate
job propsects and·or plans lor lull time Braduate study .

PSI CHI
Thursday, December 6, at 3 p.m. in G·7 01 H·SS building Dr . John
Mueller, Professor of Experimental Psychotogy Irom the University
of Missouri·Colul'(lbia will speak upon the subject 01 "Facial
Recognition. " Dr. Mueller will atso be available after his talk to an·
swer any questions students may have, especially concerning UMC's
graduatellrograms. Public invited .

NOTICE TO ALL stuDENTS
The Placement Center has secured three video tapes on "The
Campus Job Interview ." These were produced by the College
Placement Council using professional industry recruiters and other
experts in the field of employment interv~wing .
The tapes are available for audit jon in the campus library by all
UMR students, faculty and staff. They may be checked out at the
Circulation Desk either by individuals. or by groups who wish to
request a reservation for Roo'm 103 in the Library for a group
meeting.
We urge all students to use these resources and facilities provided
by the UMR Placement Center and the Campus Library .

SATURDAY
IK BENEFIT DISCO
Saturday, Dec . 8, the Intercollegiate Knights are sponsoring a disco
to benefit the American Hearl Association at PiKa Fraternitv. 9th and
Bishop, Irom 8:00 p.m. to 1: 00 a.m . Relreshments wiil be served and a
50 cents admission wiil be charged .
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Take Mom a
Poinsettia
for
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STUCO Review Sessions
Thursday, Dec 6
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Dynamics
EE 61
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On the Loose will be renting
their outdoor equipment at a
reduced rate for rental during
winter vacation . Hours for
rental will be 2:30 p.m. to 5:00
p.m . the remainder of the week
and Monday and Tuesday of
fina'ls week.

Forshe
Batra
Stuller

Dean Search Continues
(Continued from Page 1)

have equivalent experience, he
said.
By the end of the first week in
December, the committee
hopes to have chosen five to
seven candidates for visits to ,
the campus and personal in·
terviews, he said.

lII!iMo(~tt.~~1IJ

ENDS SAT.
It is important, however, not
to reduce the list too much too
soon, Stigall said . "Some
candidates will have accepted
other jobs, some will decide
they're not interested."
The committee will continue
When those interviews are
its review of the remaining finished the committee will
candidates at a meeting Friday, submit the names of three or
Stigall said. On Monday, Dec. 3, four candidates to Chancellor
the committee will interview Joseph Marchello, who will
three candidates from the UMR make the final deciSion, Stigall
campus.
s~id.
All three are from the School
of Engineering, Stigall said . But
SHOTOKAN
he noted that being from UMR
KARATE
would not necessarily give a
candidate an advantage. "No, I
of Rollo
NOW 7 & 9:25
don 't think so. I think the most
364·7428
BLAKE EDWARDS'
qualified candidates would
, Mon.·6:30 p .m.
have the most advantage."
Thurs .· 6:30 p .m.
The committee wants can·
Soturdoy· Afternoons
didates
who have been
department chairmen or. who
· - - - - - -·-----------COUPON ----------------~
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Referendum Results Announced
STUDENT COUNCIL
REFERENDUM
Fall 1979
Total number of returns 2052.
A. At what student level are
you currently enrolled at UMR:
I) Freshman 127.2 percent! 2)
Sophomore 123.3 percentJ 3)
Junior 122 percent! 4) Senior
123.8 percent) 5) Graduate 13.3
percentJ I NR .4 percentJ
B. In which school or college
are you enrolled? 1) Arts and
Sciences 114.4 percentJ 2)
Engineering 175.1 percent) 3)
Mines
and
M~t.<!lIurgy

Tr<aveJOn
Yoar<Mino?

19.8 percent) IN R .7 percent)
C. At this time, do you plan to
attend the UMR Summer
Session in 198!? )) Definitely
yes 14.4 percentJ 2) Tentatively
yes
(9.6
percentJ
J)
Definitely no 158.1 percentJ 4)
Don't know 127 percent) I NR .8
percent)
D. How many semester hours
of credit do you plan to carry
during that session? 1) 3 - 4 17.3
percent! 2) 5 - 6 121.9 percent)
3) 6 - 8 137.8 percentJ 4) 9 or
more 112.7 percent ) INR 20.4
percent)
E . Assume that your normal
permissible schedule would be
one semester hour of credit per
week of the summer session
(one week, one semester hour:
two weeks, two semester hours,
etc . l. On that basis, please list
your preference of the following
arrangements of a session or
sessions in order of preference
(your
first
choice
being
designated one your second
choice being deSignated two,
etc. ):
a. The traditional 8-week
session from early June until
about the end of July. (No. )
response)
b. A 6-week sess'ion from midMay until the end of June. (No.
2 response)
c. A 6-week s(':~ion from
about the first of July until midAugust. (No. 3 response)
d. Two consecutive 6-week
sessions. (No.4 response)
e. Two consecutive 4-week
sessions from mi.d-May until
about
mid-July.
(No.
5
response)
f. Tw o consecutive 4-week
sessions from mid-June until
mid-August. (No.6 response)
g. Three consecutive 4-week
sessions. (No.7 respons'e)
F. Did you know that there is
a Student Council Bitch Box in
the New Student Union? 1)
Yes (72 .8 percent) 2) No (25.1
percent) (NR 2.1 percent)
G. If you had a gripe, would
you use the Bitch Box? 1) Yes
(31.6 percent) 2) No . (18 percent) 3) Maybe (49.6 percent)
(NR .8 percent)
H. Did you know that the
Student Council is in charge of
))
Yes (24.2
cheerleaders?
percent) 2) No (74.9 percent)
(NR 1 percent)
I.
Do
you
think
the
cheerleaders represent
the
school very well? 1) Excellent (
5.4 percent) 2) Good (30.2
percent) 3) Fair (39.7 percent)
4) Poor 9 percent) (NR 8.8
percent)
J. Do you think the money
spent on cheerleaders is put to
good use? )) Yes (29.8 percent)

2) No (21.1 percent) 3) Maybe
(43.6 percent) (NR 5.6 percent)
we
have
K.
Should
cheerleaders for : 1) Football
season
17.5
percent)
2)
Basketball season (3 percent)
3) Botb seasons (73.7 percent)
4) Not at all (9.8 percent) (NR 6
percent)
L . Were you aware of the
General Honors Program being
instituted on campus, offering
more stimulating and more
expansive courses to qualifying
students? I) Yes (39.9 percent)
2) No (56.6 percent) (NR 3.5
percent)
M. Were you aware of the Departmental Honors Program
being instituted in you department,
its
benefits
and
obligations?
!)
Yes
(11.2 percent) 2) No (77.2
percent) (NR 3.6 percent)
N. Did you know that the
teacher evaluation results are
available in the library? !) Yes
(26.8 percent) 2) No (69.9
percent) (NR 3.3 percent)
O. Do you think the teacher
evaluation is worthwhile? !)
Yes (58.4 percent) 2) No (12.3
percent) 3) Maybe (25. 5 percent) (NR 3.8 percent)
P. Did you receive a freshman edition of the MINER as an
enrolled UMR fresnman? I),

Yes (30.7 percent) 2) No (58.1
percent) (NR 11.3 percent)
Q. Was it informative? 1) Yes
(19,5 percent) 2) No (24.9
percent) 3) Only somewhat (13
percent) (NR 42.7 percent)
R. Were you aware that APO
sponsored a danceathon on
November 3? 1) Yes (76.4
percent) 2) No (19.9 percent)
(NR 3.7 percent)
S.
'vi ould you consider
sponsoring someone for a
danceathon? 1) Yes (43.4
percent) 2) No (26,6 percent 3)
Maybe (25,9 percent) (NR 4,1
percent)
T, Did you know that APO
sponsors a book exchange at the
beginning of each semester? I)
Yes (83 ,6 percent) 2) No (13.2
percent) (NR 3,2 percent)
U. Were you aware that the
Student Council sponsors free
lectures and seminars? 1) Yes
(51.9 percent) 2) No (44.4
percent) (NR 3.8 percent)
V. Are more bicycle racks
most needed at the: 1) CE bldg.
(6,8 percent) 2) EE bldg. (5,3
percenp 3) H-SS bldg. (5.6
percent) 4) Library (14.5
percent) 5) ME bldg, (9,9
percent) 6) Parker Hall (2.7
percent ) 7) U-Center (5.2
percent ) 8) Other (14 percent)
(N R 36,1 percent)

To
UMR
Students,
Faculty
and
-Staff

MERRY
CHRISTMAS
and a very
HAPPY NEW YEAR
from

Campus
Book Store

Alex Pizza Palace
If so, put that dew"" to work in the United States Air Force.
The Air Force has job openings for science and engineering
officers in many professional areas . Find out if one of1.hem is
yours. Then ask about that excellent Air Force salary . . . the
executive experience . . . the worldwide assignments ... living quarters . .. 30 days of paid vacation a year . .. medical
and dental care . .. and many o ther Air Force benefits. It's
one of the finest opportunities in the nation. For information ,
contact

SSgt. David Carlock , 102 West 10th Street ,
14) 364-4367
Rolla, MO 65401

A. great way of life.

122 W. 8th Street Rolla
NOW OPEN FOR LUNCH 11 A.M.·2 P.M.

-SANDWICHES -SALADS -SPAGHETTI
-BEER -GYROS SANDWICH

For FREE DELIVERY of Pizzas
364·2669 or 364·9878
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Economists Unsu're About Recession
By WILLIAM KESTER
st. Louis
Post-Dispatch
A recession is usually defined
as two consecutive quarters of
declining "real" gross national
product - that is, the value of
all goods and services produced
by the econom y, adjusted for
inflation.
Currently, howe ver there is
no
consensus

economists whether the United
States is in a recession or how
severe it will be if it comes .
Even
Federal
Reserv e
Chairman Paul Volcker, who
should know, isn't sure we are
in a recession .
In the three months ended
Sept. 30, th e nation 's gross
nat ional product rose slightly
after declining in the preceding
three months . But most

economists expect a resumption of the downturn.
Forecasts issued early this
year generally predicted a
milder recession than the 197375 slump . Recent predictions,
taking into consideration the
large oil price hikes by OPEC
and the acceleration of interest
rates and inflation, have tended
to be more pessimistic, but still
calling for a less severe
recession than the last one.

For example, Merrill Lynch
Econom ics, an affiliate of the
nation 's largest brokerage
firm, predicted in September
that gross national product,
adjusted for inflation, would
decrease 2.5 percent this year
before beginning to recover in
the first quarter next year. That
would
make
the
recession less than half as
severe as the previous one from
November 1973 to March 1975,
which saw real GNP decrease

5.7 percent in five quarters.
This month the brokerage
firm revised its forecast. This
time the firm gave equal weight
to two predictions - one that
the recovery would not begin
until the second quarter next
year and the other that said the
decline in real GNP would
amount to 3.9 percent by the
second quarter next year with
recovery beginning strongly a
year from now.
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EE Maiors Seek Spiritual Purity
By BOB KOENIG

students. I had also by this time
developed a system
that
removed all fear of losing iny
way and dying of hunger.
I had found that I could locate
the
campus-run
eating
establishments
at
great
distances through the use of my
nose. Having thus located and
arrived at a cafeteria I would
then follow one of the many
students constantly drifting
away from these establishments, and in no time find
myself in line at Hardies or
McDonalds. This system had
only failed me once when I had
followed a student and ended up
at the antacid counter in a local

Carrying out a comparative
study of the majors available on
campus proved more difficult
than I had earlier supposed.
Having the typical freshman's
knowledge of what was taught
where and by whom (for instance I once assumed that
Math classes would be taught in
the Math and Computer Science
Building). I decided that it
would be best to carry out a
random search on campus. In
this way I could become
acquainted with the location of
buildings
while
vario'us
studying the teachers and

Hanukkah

briefcase who was without a
doubt the person I was looking
for. His face shone with an
expression I was not to see
again until a friend of mine by
pure chance ended up in the
only section of a certain class,
not taught by a certain
professor, that had been offered
in over thirty years in his
department (if you know what I
mean) . Practically running to
keep up with the unknown
person's brisk walk I soon found
myself outside a building
labeled as the location of
electrical engineering'.
(CODtInUed OD pg. 12)
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ONE HORSE
BOOK SHOP

begins on Kisl ev 25

Festive meals, children's joy the Temple at Jerusalem,
at getting gifts, and family which had been desecrated
togetherness; sounds like the three years earlier when
perfect recipe for the upcoming Epiphanes placed a statue of
Christmas, right? Well, it may Zeus on it.
But Hanukkah is much more
be, but this celebration begins
on K islev 25 and lasts for eight than just a remembrance of a
days. "What?" you say. It is a dead historical event. It also is
traditional
Jewish
festival a deep statement of the incalled Hanukkah, which, this domitability of the Jewish faith.
One lit candle is added each
year, starts December 15.
All over the world the Jewish . night to the traditional eightcandelabrum,
peoples celebrate Hanukkah in pronged
the
spread
of
remembrance of Maccabean Signifying
victories over the Seleucid king Judaism, and also giving the
Antiochus IV Epiphanes. On holiday one of it's names, the
Kislev 25, 164 B.C. , the Jews "Festival of Lights."
The Jews observance of
were able to cleanse the altar in

Buys, Sells. Trades
Paperbacks,
Records. Tapes &
Comics

Hanukkah
is
fully
as
as
Christian's
meaningful
observance of Christmas. Both
are a time for rejoicing,
singing, and playing games.
Both wjtness to the brotherhood
of Man.
(
(
(
(
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808 Pine
364-2244

QUALITY CLEANERS
EXPERT CLEANING REASONABLY PRICED
108 W. 7th Street Rolla, Mo. 65401
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brown bog it!I......,
Now! The Gallery Deli offers you a quick. fresh
sandwich overstuffed with SUr(lptuous meats and
mouthwatering cheese. plus condiments!

Why IM*A *S*H' is a smash
Beverly Hills. Calif.-When CBS first
inserted 'M·A·S·H' into its prime
time lineup eight years ago. industry
doubting-Thomases were betting
that the series couldn't withstand
the backlash that would come with
the program 's anti-war posture. The
Korean War satirical drama featured
a group of doctors who felt that the
war was unjust and inhumane to
both sides. and made their feelin gs
known to the brass in Seoul and
Washington .
. Initially. ' M"A"S"H's' ratings flut·
teredo but strong acting by Alan Aida
and Loretta Swit kept the show's
vital signs stable. Sure enough. the
American public. which already had
gotten a dosage of the Vietnam
disaster .
decided
to
make
'M·A·S·H' their anti-war anthem .
In reality. ' M"A"S"H' has lasted
longer than the Korean War itself. So
why are these Groucho Marx-ist
doctors getting stronger with each
passing year? A visit to 20th Century
Fox Studios. home of the 4077th
set . revealed an atmosphere of
camaraderie between the actors
and the production staff. Relaxed
sets ar"e n't commonplace in Hollywood these days.

Happy
Holidays
from
American
Food
Management

st Pat's

Potion for success
One can also point to the growth
of the show's characters on and off
the set . Alan Aida has become
' M.A·S·H's' creative genius. while
Loretta Swit a.k .a. Hot Lips
Houlihan . has used her own personal
feelings about women and injected
them into her character. Thus . Hot
Lips has been transformed from a
carousing nurse with a heart of steel
into an independent lady. but this
time with a heart of gold-a
distinctly brighter hue.
.
Swit. who hails from Passaic. N.J ..
is pleasant and a beautiful person to
talk to . Reflecting on what
'M·A·S-H' has become over the
years. the green-eyed blonde offered . " This is not a series about a
war anymore. It's a story about the
people who' are caught up in the
Korean conflict in various different
relationships ...
Remarking about the change in
Margaret Houlihan. Swit elucidated.
"The marriage and divorce to
Donald Penobscott was inevitable .
The relationship ran its course . It
was difficult to have a marriage via
the telephone wire. In general. Hot
Lips used to be an easy mark. She

drug store. Since thai lime I
discovered that this could be
avoided by following only those
students that turned around
before actually entering the
building.
I had decided that I would
proceed to the edge of campus
and select a student who I felt
looked like he knew where he
was gOing (if I couldn't find a
girl with a cute ... ) and follow
him to his building (or her to
her house).
After
spending
several
minutes looking over a disappOintingly bland bunch of
students , I spotted a fellow in a
bright red jacket carrying a

" 'M*A*S*H' speaks to people who want to
thumb their noses at authority."
liked to drink and run into Klinger 's
tent and tryon his clothe.s. Now I
have lots of input into the character .
and we are looking for new avenues
for Major Houlihan to explore'"
As Loretta darted back to do a
scene with Alan. Mike Farrell chatted
about his B.J. Hunnicutt persona .
"He's become toughened and somewhat jaded. but he's got a better
sense of humor now." When asked
about 'M"A"S"H's' formula for
success.
Farrell
claimed,
.. 'M"A"S"H' speaks to people who
want to thumb their noses at
authority'"
Creativity
Like most of the cast. Farrell has
been surprised at · Alan Alda's
allegiance to the show after all these
years. But what makes these thesps
come back for more is their

continuous creative input into the
scripting. Farrell and Aida are now
writing and directing a good many of
the programs with a bit of help from
the rest of the cast.
As for the futUre of 'M"A"S"H :
there is every indication that it will
return for one last hurrah next year,
at which time Aida and Farrell will
pursue their respective careers in
movies and directing. Swit. though.
will continue to be seen on the tube .
''1'11 do another series for TV on
another network. I have no preference when it comes to working in
the different mediums. My progress
during the last few years has been
formidable. so I'd just like to keep
on working:' the talented actress
said before heading back to the
mess tent to lense another series of
shots.
1'Y

~

II..Men. lilt.

- qj~~~~
On Sale In The Student Union

Stocking Caps-3.S0
Sweatshirts-6.00
Hats-3.S0 MlJgs-3.00
Flying Discs-l .50
Garters-.75
Buttons-.SO
_
Bumperstickers-.25
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Judy Flebbe earns Ph.D.
Judy Flebbe wasn 't really
trying to do something different
when she decided to become a
chem ical engineer.
"I was just dOing what I
wanted to do, " she says.
It's the same with getting a
doctor's degree.
Flebbe will soon become Dr.
Flebbe, the first woman to
receive a Ph.D . in chemical
engineering at the University of
Missouri-Rolla . She is one of
only a half-dozen females to
receive doctoral degrees at
UMR and one of only a few in
chem ical engineering in the
country .
But, again, it wasn't an attempt to blaze a new path .
"I am interested in industrial
research and I knew I couldn't
do what I wanted without a
graduate degree, " she explains.
As a graduate student, she
has been conducting research '

on the vapor-liquid equilibrium
of light hydrocarbon mixtures,
gathering data for the design of
distillation equipment. It's a
as
project she describes
"painstaking and time con suming - filling in precise data
needed by industry ."
She has accepted a job in
process
development
with
Conoco Chemicals, Ponca City,
Oklahoma .
" I can 't imagine being
anything but a chemical
engineer, " she says. But she
can't remember exactly when
or why she made the original
decision . A 1972 graduate of
Ruskin High School, Kansas
City, she was good in math and
science . Her father, George
Flebbe, 10716 White, Kansas
City, is a mechanical engineer
and suggested she consider
engineering.
Although Flebbe was a
National Merit Scholar, she
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admits to being "scared stiff"
when she came to UMR as a
freshman. "There just weren't
women
in
that
many
engineering then, " she explains. " But when I found out I
could handle it, I realized I
could do whatever I wanted."
She handled the engineering
curriculum so well that the first
year she received the outstanding chemical engineering
freshman award and was at the
top of her class every year. She
received every academ ic honor
in her field, and was elected to
membership in Tau Beta Pi,
Omega Chi Epsilon and Phi
Kappa Phi honoraries.
Besides that, she says, "As an
undergraduate, I was in almost
everything. I got as much out of
organizations as I did from
classes .
She received her B.S. in
chemical engineering summa
cum
laude (with highest

Chem Eng
distinction) in 1976 and was
listed in that year's Who 's Who
in American Colleges and
Universities .
"I didn't really find it difficult," she says . .. It has been a
lot of fun. "
But Flebbe has seen a lot of
changes in her almost-eight
years on the UMR campus.
" In 1972, there were only
about 400 women students. This
year there are more than 1,000
on campus, more than 600 in
engineering," she says.
As
usual,
chemical
engineering is one of the most
popular majors for women
Dr.
engineering
students.
James W. Johnson, chairman of
the
chemical
engineering
department, says that is true
nationally as well as at UMR.
And the female engineering
graduates find ready acceptance in the job market.
Johnson says, "Companies

are very interested in hiring
female engineers and the job
offers are as good as - and
sometimes even a little better
than those for men. The women
are not being hired just for
window dressing," he continues. "They ar~ being hired
for their technical ability .
There is no restriction on the
work they do; they are going
into the same type of jobs that
men hold."
In her summer work and job
interviews, Flebbe says that
she has found no special
prejudice or treatment as a
woman engineer.
She worked three summers in
the chemical industry. Two
summers were for Du Pont (in
and
Elastomers
Research
Development,
Beaumont,
Texas, and in the Pigments
Dept.,
New
Johnsonville,
(Continued on Page 11)

Dinners Offer Holiday Cheer

11'1,
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This year 's edition of the
annual Madrigal Dinners at the
University of Missouri-Rolla
will offer the traditional holiday
mix of good food, good music
and good cheer , but with a
slight twist.
For the first time, the
Madrigal Dinners, which will be
held the evenings of Dec. 6, 7
and 8 and the afternoon of Dec.
9 in Centennial Hall, University
Center-East, will be more of
a show than a concert recital.
In fact, the dinners will
feature a show within a show as
the performers will be as involved
with
entertaining
themselves as they will the
audience.
In a departure from past
programs, this holiday season's
Madrigal Dinners will be more

of a theatrical endeavor than
ever before. The show will
follow a script and the performers will assume characters
and speak lines as well as sing,
dance and play traditional
music on authentic copies of
antique instruments.
The program will revolve
around an evening of holiday
entertainment in an English
household during the reign of
Elizabeth I. And the UMR
Chamber ChOir, Collegium
and Renaissance
Musicum
Dancers
will
offer
their
audience the opportunity to look
in as Master Will and his
musicians charm the ladies and
delight their hosts with a festive
offering of music and dance.
" It's an attempt to sort of
eavesdrop on an evening of

entertainment rather than just
listening to a musical performance,"
says
Cynthia
Callahan, a senior in English
from St. Louis who wrote the
script. " The performers are
singing and playing for their
own enjoyment as much as the
audience's ...
The script, which took her a
week to write and which she
gave to the cast at the beginning
of November, mirrors the
culture of Tudor England and
captures
the
flavor
of
Elizabethan
conversation .
There is no topical material, but
there are numerous ri~ald
asides and bawdy insinuations.
"I was presented with the
music and a list of cast mem bers, " Cynthia says, "and I had
to make it all hang together .,
The production has " som ('
characteristics of a musical,"
she adds. "But there was no
attempt to sustain a plol or
theme and there is just enough
characterization to make it
interesting to watch.
" It's a group of people who
have hired four professional

Come In and Try Our

Full Service
Breakfast!
6:30 a.m.-77:00 a.m.
1202 N. Bishop Rolla, MO
Hours: 6:30 a.m. to 11 p.m.
Open till 12 midnight Fri. & Sat.

(Continued on Page 7)

LONG·
AWAITED
NOVEL

-

~ -

JOI n us on the date below and the
KLH factOI)' rep Will give an audio-vISual
demonstration. You"1I hear every conceivable kind of musIC - symphoniC to
rock - on state-of-the·art equipment
played through KLH Computer Controlled
Loudspeaker>.
_
Socomeonm.Andbe
_ _ _ among the first to
new KLH line. The
great speaker> that
to be small.

=
=-=. ==--=
=
":=. === = =

special demonsIration by the KLH facIory

Only the imcomparable Bel
Kaufman-whose literary
triumph, Up the Down Staircase,
stayed on the New York Times
best seller list for 65
weeks-could have writte-n this
passionate novel of memory, the
enigmas of creativity, and the
bittersweet etceteras of love.

At Our Warehouse Sale
THURS., FRI. & SAT.-IO a.m.-lO p.m.

~f:(e ~0C:IDd 6eI)teru
1008 Pine Street Rolla, MO,

364-7715

Mon .-Sal. Open 9-9 Forum Plaza

364-5432

h
~
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D
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Lost in the tinsel

~

Cl as sif ied Ad s

Ch ris tm as Lacks Sp irit
By LINDA PONZER
With the pressure of semester
finals building, it is hard to find
the real spirit of Christmas . It 's
much easier to just pay no at·
tention to the calendar and to
simply, not give a damn . With
less than two and a half weeks
till Christmas, maybe we had
better try to remember just
what December 25, is all about.
December 25, is the day set
aside for celebrating the birth
of Jesus of Nazareth . It is not a
day set aside in which we are to
celebrate the gift giving of some
jolly old elf. It seems that the
real spirit has been lost in
today's tinsel and foil, what
with store front Santa's, rein·
deers with shining noses, and
talking snowmen .

There 's nothing wrong with
all this glitter, unless, as I fear,
you lose sight of Jesus - he is
the main event ! Jesus, the Son
of God, was born In a manger, a
human like you or I. He h.um ·
bled himself out of love for us,
to be born into this world . He
. loved us so much that he
allowed himself to be born
mortal, in a poor family and
ultimate ly He gave His life for
us .
In return all Jesus asks is that
we love one another, as He loves
us . If we all try , there will in·
deed be PEACE ON EARTH,
GOODWILL TOWARDS ALL
MEN. This universal Christmas
time wish would be reality and
there would be no need of a
vearly celebration of the Birth
of Jesus. Every day would be

another day liVing in the love of
Christ. That. m v fri ends, is the
real spirit of Christm as . The
love of God shining through His
Son - Jesus. As for me, I hope
thi s year's Christm as spi rit will
last cont inuously for th e years
to come .

Tickets for the Madriga l
Dinners are $8 per person and
ticket order forms are available

RESEARCH
CANADA ' S LARGEST SERVICE
Send now for latest catalog .
Thousands of term papers on all
subiects. Enclose $5.00 to cover
return postage.

ESSA Y SERVICES
67 Yong. St.. Suit•• 50'Toronto, Ont.rlo. C.n.d.
MSE 1J8

(416) 366-6549

LOST : One cross silver mechanical pencil, engraved with initials
"RLP" . Lent out at Yen Statics Test No. 3, Nov. I. Please return
, call
Bob at 364·3546.
TO BLA CKHOLE MOUNTAIN MEN : Hope you all have a Merry
Christmas and a Wild New Year! Here 's to 1979!
Signed, YOUR BIG SISTER
WANTED : Ride to New Jersey on or after Friday of Finals week
.I
am willing to help drive and share the expense . Please contact
Peter
Scholtes at 364·267t after 5:30.
To Ray, Jeanne, Captain, John, Eva , Randy, Cathy, Mindy, Lea
Anne and all the rest of the RHA zoo crew, Merry Christmas
from
your friendly neIghborhood homino·a rachnid .

THIS IS YOUR LAST CHANCE!!!

Mad rigal Dinn ers
(Continu ed from Page 6)
musicians getting together to
Sing and play for each other
during the holidays, as they did
back in those days. The music,
after all, is the reason for
performi ng
the
Madriga l
Dinners in the first place."
Cynthia, who also serves as
costume
mistress,
choreographer and director, in
addition to speaking a few lines
and dancing, got involved in the
project because, as she says,
"I've usually got the biggest
mouth at the right time. I may
not have the most talent, but if I
see something I can make
better, I'm willing to do the
work involved ."
_
Feeling that the Madriga l
Dinners weren't realizing their
full potential in their old for·
mat, she approached Joel
Kramme , assistant professor of
music at UMR and director of
the Madriga l Dinners, and
asked if she could rev am p the
format to more of a staged
production.
"He was more than happy to
say 'Fine, if you can deal with
it. then go ahead,'" she says.
Since then her life has gotten
progressively more hectic. She
has been spending about 15
hours a week working on the
show - rehearsing, coaching
the other performe rs in acting,
ordering and fitting costumes,
choreographing dances, doing
research and writing and
revising her script.
But it wasn't anything she
didn't expect - having been
involved with the theater for
several years now and having
directed "Paint Your Wagon"
at UMR and she's dealing with
it all just fine.
In addition to Cynthia's
production, the program also
will include a predinner recital
of sacred music and a dinner of
tradition al English dishes.

LORI ROBERTSON : Ca ll this number - 364·8264 .

at many area banks or they
may be obtained by sending a
stamped, self-addressed en·
velope to Music Office, G·g
Harris Hall, Universi ty of
Missouri·RoIla,
Rolla,
MO
65401. Early reservations are
suggested .

~ki tlie~ummit
JAN, 7-12, 1980
• 6 days/5 nights in luxurious condo·
miniums w/kitche n and fireplace
• 3 days lift tickets
• 3 days ski rental
• Free ski party
ON L Y $179-Co pper Mountain
ON L Y $149-Bre ckenridg e
Roundtr ip party bus option $69,00

1fie

JER)<
UNIVERSAL PICTURES PRESENTS
AN ASPEN FILM SOCIETY WILLIAM E. McEUEN DAVID V. PICKER PRODUCTION
A CARL REINER FILM

STEVE MARTIN
1heJERl<

in

For more .informa tion , contact :
Steve Fischer 364·2622 or 364·9823
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Fall '79
Nothing Left But the Memories ...
Clockwise from above : 1) Part of this year's Danceathon
sponsored by APO was a limbo contest. 2) Industry Day brought
a capacity crowd of students and companies. 3) Back again for
his fourth performance at UMR was folksinger John Biggs. 4)
Snowflakes had to be made indoors this year. 5) 12th Man Award
was won by Lambda Chi Alpha and 6) Homecoming Concert '79
featured none other than Harry Chapin!

Thursday, December 6, 1979
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Guaranteed
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NO FRILLS
. PRICING
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NOT A SHORT TERM
PROMOTION, NO FRILLS
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WE ARE STILL A COMPLETE FOOD STORE

WITH USDA CHOICE BEEF, TOP GRADE
PRODUCE, ALL THE FAMOUS BRANDS
GROCERIES AND COMPLETE DAIRY, BAKERY,
DELI AND FROZEN FOOD DEPTS .
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The theme of this year 's show
was "This is Yo ur Life." based
on the T . V. show of the same
name. Frank Danzo, committee chairman. was emcee
for the even ing. John Lavalette
portrayed Ralph Edwards. the
\,...
emcee of the original T. V. show.
in a series of filler skits. The
lives of outstanding U.M .R.
stereotypes were reviewed .
Those luck y enough to be
ranked up there with the
chancellor were: Irvin g Independent, Brutus Board-Rep.,
Katie I catch-a-man) coed, and
Gary Greek .
Those who participated in the
- filler skits did a commendab le
job . Doug F leiss was exceptionally good as the "nerd."
All ca tegories were very
competitive . Probably in the
most precarious position of the
night were the judges : Gary
Broyles, Dave Jones and Prof.
C.R. Remingto n. Their comBy MARY FORD
bined decisions produced th e
The Int erfraterni tv Cou ncil of
following
results
in
each
U.M.R. showcased 'it's annu al
category:
Greek Sing last Friday evening .
Novelty-1st Kappa Delta. 2nd
This year was estimated to be
Chi Omega: Musica l-1st Pi
the
twenth-eighth
such
Kappa Alpha. 2nd Phi Kappa
presentation
held
by
the
Theta : Chorus-1st Tau Kappa
Greeks . This vear the I.F.C .
Epsilon. 2nd Zeta Tau Alph a.
'Greek Sing commitlee changed
In Novelty. Kappa Delta won
the stru ct ure of the Sing . Inwith "Roll a Horror Picture
stead of allowing each Greek
Show." a take-off on the movie
Fraternity or Sorority to enter
" The Rocky Horror Pictu r e
both
of
two
availab le
Show." A lot of work went into
categories. th ey were lim ited to
this
clever
production
in
one category only . The comcostuming,
lyrics
and
mittee expanded the categories
choreography. The backdrop
by adding a musical sect ion to
was a huge pair of mov ea ble
the traditional Novelt y and
r ed lips I the first thing seen in
Chorus areas. Th-e additio n
the movie ). Chi Omega placed
helped to alleviate the "catchsecond with " Th e Soulful Saga
all " nov elty sections over- of Christie Omaga and Her
crowding of acts.
Seven Miners ." As the title
The m ain reason for the
implies it was a saga following
commitlee's changes was a
Christie from her first entrance
battle with the Sing's constant
on the U.M.R. campus to the
nemesis, time . In past years the
fateful part y weekend . The
Sing would drag, the audiences
characterizations followed a
would grow restless, and the
"Snow White and the Seven
essential enjoyment of the
Dwarves"
them e.
with
a
event would be lost in direct
U.M .R. twist I T-squares versus
correlation with the time
picks).
consumed . The Greek Sing
Mark Nea lon and Don Ancommittee instituted a time
selm. an obviously well praclimit of eight minutes on all
tied duo from Pi Kappa Alpha,
acts . This included time to setlocked up the first pla ce trophy
up, perform , and disassemble.
in the Musical category. They
A penalty for going overtime
faultlessly performed a couple
was also introduced. It involved
of Crosby, Stills. Nash and
a graduated deduction of pOints
Young
hits,
"Hopelessly
from the original tally of pOints
Hoping " an d " Teach Your
received from the judges.

~
~

~

~

i

LI-

...J

G ree k .
Sing

************

Mark Nealon and Don Anselm, of PiKA, won first place in the Musical category at the.
annual IFC sing.
(Photoby caswell)

TKE took first in the Chorus competition with their presentation of "Nothing Like
a Dame."
( Photo by Caswell)
Children Well." Phi Kappa
Theta 's 2nd place act was entitled "Blue Grass Medlev ." It
featured. along with the 'usual
banjO and guitar, the playing of
the wash-board and jug .
Tau Kappa Epsilon. smiling
all the way, proved that there is
"Nothing Like a Dame" to the
judges and took first place in
Chorus. Dressed as Navy men
they brought the song good
voca ls. timin g and the clincher,the box step . The poster of
Farrah Fawcett-Majors also
added to the production . Light
harmony highlighted Zeta Tau
Alpha's rendition of Silver
Bells. Dressed as Christmas
carolers in coats and mittens,
the Zeta 's proved to be as hot as
they looked and captured 2nd
place .
The evening ajso included a
professional performance by
the U.M.R. J azz Band, before,
after and during the interm ission of the show.
Kappa Alph a Psi, as of yet a

non-recognized
U.M .R.
fraternity . was an unscheduled
replacement for Alpha Phi
Alpha . They did an exceptional
job , with a well-timed dance
ending their non-competing
entry oli a spirited note .
Other highlights of the 1979
Greek Sing were a short but
fatal visit by " Mister 'B ill " and
a surprise but over-extended
visit by Frank Danza 's ego. that
contained more information
than his resum e and his baby
book combined .
The 1979 Greek Sing Committee
and
its Chairman
deserves a large amount of
credit for the success of this
year 's Greek Sing. It was one of
the best, if not the best . il) a long

while . It ran smoothly and on
time . lelling the audience enjoy
the show with litlle discomfort.
The quality of the entrees were
also a cut above the normal.

'---1
I MERRY CHRISTMAS I
To: UMR
.
I
LFro~
I

I----COUPON

I
I ~A lP~~A~A II
I

MEXICAN RESTAURANT

----COUPON . - - We would like to .show our appreciation for
your patronage during 1979. Bring in the
above coupon on any of the lsI 3 Sundays in
Dec. and we will gladly sive you a

.

10% DISCOUNT

I

~= 0 : 0 SU~Plies
ROLLA CRAFT & HOBBY
lOO~ Pine. ,!oIla. ~? '.' 36~~1
SPI,
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Ring In Th e Ne w Ye ar

ONE SOLITA R Y LIFE ...

The Brothers of the Alpha
into gear. You are guaranteed are available from any Sig Tau
Omega chapter of Sigma Tau
to have the wildest time ever, as in advance. For more inGamma invite you to the best
things will shift into high early formation, call Steve Block
at
New Year's party of your life,
and not begin to slow until after 364-5226.
the 16th annual Sig Tau New
2: 00 the next morning.
Get a group together and let
Year's Eve Party . The evening
All set-ups, snacks, and party us help you celebrate the start
will begin at 9:00 , at Turner's
favors are included in the of a new decade in style. Bring
Hall (located at 20th and
$15.00-per-couple
admission all your friends to the party
Salisbury) in SI. Louis. when
price along with all the cold you'll
never
forget.
(or
the band. the new and very
beer you can drink. You are remember, for that matter) for
popular Effic. will kick things
also welcome to BYOB . Tickets a long time to come.
s::::eee sssssss SSSSS SSSSS SSSSS SSSSS SSSSS
SSSSS SSSS:s :s:::::S SSss;S s

KA Collects For Ne ed y
A local organization for
various emergencies is a group
of churches that, together
collect
money,
food
and
clothing to help out the needy in
the Rolla area.
The Brothers of Kappa Alpha
were called upon to collect for
this needy cause. They spent
Saturday, Nov. 17th, out on the
streets, at the shopping centers
and grocery stores collecting

money . Some $270 was collected
through the generosity of the
Rolla citizens.
The
organization
was
originated in the Presbyterian
Church and has now spread to
be made up of a number of the
Rolla local churches . They have
hired a coordinator, Ruby
Elmore, who is concerned with
getting funds and distributi ng

them lU lhe needy.
If anyone would like to make
a donation send it to :
LOCAL ORGANIZATION FOR
VARIOUS EMERGENCIES
72 Cedar Groves
Rolla, Mo. 65401
Anyone with questions should
call: 364-7608 or 364-7116.
If you or someone you know
needs help contact Ruby
Elmore at 364-5510.

:S;SSSS SSSSSS SSSSS; SSS;;SS SSSS :SSS :S5;;:
s;;,.,.~--SS;;sssssss~
W
PhD
"People keep asking me how
Then, if and when ' marriage
oman
. 1 will handle a career if I get
comes, I'll consider that part of
(Continu ed from Page 6)
married and have a family,"
my life. Just like any other
Tenn.l. Another summer she
she says.
woman who works, I'll figure
worked in the Synthetic Fuels
"Right now, the career comes out how to manage it," she
Research
Labs,
I!:xxon
first. I'll work on it awhile. says.
Research and Engineering,
00000 00000 00000 00000 00000 00000 00
Baytown , Tex.
~
" The only pressure I felt was
We've Got It.
my own, " she says. "I felt that,
•
Take A Look .
as one of the first female
. r~
•
~ 1980 MAZD A
engineers, 1 shoulll do a little
~~ ._ ___
RX-7
better than average. "
::.--------- On the UMR campus and on
the job, She has louna that
women engineers are not conside red so unusual. But away
from the technological atmosphere, she says she still
Ken Chymiok Tim Chymiok
Hwy . 63 S. 364·5008
finds people who look on her as
OOOOC.oOC>OO<)oOC)oIOOC~o(>OO<)oOC)oOC)oO
a little different.

8j 3

-.::::::::_ _

He was born in an obscure village.
He worked in a carpen ter shop until he was thirty.
He then became an itineran t preacher.
He never held an office.
He had no credentials but himself .
He was only thirty-th ree when the public turned
against him .
His friends ran away.
He was turned over to his enemies and went through
the mocke ry of a trial.
He was nailed to a cross between two thieves.
While he was dying, his executioners gambled for
his clothing, the only proper ty he had on earth.
He was laid in a borrow ed grave.
Nineteen centuries have come and gone, and today
he is the central figure of the hum an race.
All the armies that ever marche d, all the navies that
ever sailed, all the parliam ents that ever sat and all
the kings that ever reigned have not affected the life
of a man on this earth as much as that

i
8

I

See Fin ch Jewelry
for Rings and Things.
8th and R"II .. St,.
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I paused for a moment in the
bright sunlight and then
proceeded through the doors,
into the building's dark lobby
after him. Stepping inside the
door I tripped over something
invisible on the floor and was
sa ved from a nasty fall by a
friendly hand that reached out
to grab me. Looking down to see
what I had fallen over I could
disce-rn the outlines of a man I
kneeling on a small rug with his
forehead pressed to the ground.
As my eyes adjusted to the dim
light I could see that the lobby
was packed with people on
similar rugs all facing in the
general direction of the East.
Turning around to see who
had prevented me from falling
in the middle of this tightpacked crowd, I came up face to
face with the individual I had
been following. He introduced
himself as John Doe-Smith and
proceeded (It could have been
that I appeared somewhat
confused) to explain the actions
of the group who had by that
time fallen into a dirge-like
chant.
" Electrical engineering," he
explained, "is by no means a
science, rather it is a state of
mind, a spiritual purity that
must be achieved. Several
times daily the faithful gather,
face towards Bell Laboratories
in New York, and meditate on
enlightenment. It takes, as you
may know, a great deal of
dedication to become a double
E, novices have been known to
labor for hours in small cells in
hopes that their potentials will
achieve the magic 4.00 and their
bodies will be transported to
Bell Labs where they are enshrined with other heroes of the
faith. Many are however
disappointed in their endeavors."
In
further
questioning
determined that
underachievers received different levels of reward in accordance
with
their

achievements. Generally it
seemed
that
those
with
potentials in the 4.00 to 2,00
range go to posts in various
parishes around the country.
Those below usually go Into
government work . What surprised me most was that those
achieving negative potentials
most often ended up in graduate
school where they were taught a
number of Greek and Latin
chants which served as the
heart of their profession .
After some other trivial
conversation I asked what his
personal history was (trying to
get some info on his field) and
source of his energy. He stated
that he was a quote "simple
salesman" who sold "study
aides" to novices to aid in their
enlightenment. " I'm living
proof of the product, would you
believe th at I've only slept 3 out
of the last 48 hours ." The last I
saw of him he was bouncing up
the stairs three at a time_
After this experience
realized that this method of
research wasn 't going to give
me the results I wahted.
Therefore I decided to attempt
to study the people that I knew
in various majors and form an
opinion based on how they
impressed me. Unfortunately I
was pressed for time because of
a group of tests were approaching (very similar to the
dead week crunch) and had to
put it off_ (Any questions).

Grou ndwoves
tiny, so called, city. All is not
lost. Brighter days and better
times will roll around just as
frequently (hopefully) as the
bad times when you got some
kind of blues. No matter what
path you take, may good luck be
with you. And watch out for
flying dogs_ They're a sure sign
of evil.
,
Not much is really planned
for this week around the station,
It'll all be fairly spontaneous.
We'll be back next semesler
with 24 hours a day of the widest
variety in music West of the
Mississippi and just east of

The dark shadow creeps
along with continually increasing speed, shortening
weeks, destroying weekends as
it descends upon the minute
Hamlet.
Symptoms of baggy glazed
eyes and frazzled brains occur
among more and more of the
inhabitants as the black cloud
grows ever closer.
But all hope is not lost. As the
cloud hovers overhead, the
population starts to flee the
ominous shadow, weakening it
as they depart.

Waynesville.
May the God of Intellectually
High Biorythms be with you this
coming week ..
You gotta pay to walk where
people are free.

,

As the days pass the
blackness becomes a grey
reflection of its former self.
Many of the residents have
dispersed for parts far away to
regain their physical and
emotional health of days past.
Almost all will return knowing
they will once again have to
confront the bleak black cloud.
Those (ortunates who won 'I
return will have perils to contend with in a totally different
world with it's own forms of
evil, wicked and nasty things.
Have faith good souls of this

NOON BUFFET-ll:30-1:30
Also Tuesday Night, 5·8 p.m.

1980 MAZDA
GLC HATCH·
BACK

$2 69

All
Pizza,
Souptheand
SaladYou Can Eat Only

Not a lot of money,
but a lot of cor.

_

---------·couro~---------

$1 00 OFF

PIZZA INN
1 COUPON
•
PER PIZZA Any 13" or 16" pizza
Jet. 63 & Pine Rolla 364·4544

Christmas Eve. one ge.. that f •• ling:
That spirit of faith s.nd. bigotry r. .ling.
Come, the dawn . you' re In,tantly aware;
Compaulon and love abounds In the air.

FREE! Norman Rockwell Ornament
with purchase of every $5.00 book
of McDonald's Gift Certificates .

Christmas Is Love
Bring a can of food or a new or
used toy to McDonald's for the
needy of the Rolla area and
McDonald's will give you a free
order of fries from Dec. 10 thru
Dec . 21 .
CANDLELIGHT OINNER 6

Miner on phone , " Doclor ,

come over right a wa y . Our
baby swallowed Q corkscrew ." Doc, on way Oul

"Two 01/ b . .1 ponies .
special

l QUe e ,

lettuce,

che.s., pickle s , onlonl on
a ,esome s ••d bun ,"

door . when pho ne rong .
Some M iner . " It's okay now

Doc . we found anoth e r

Soy it in 2

corkscre w ,"

s.co~ds. win

a

bog of fr ies .

"Nuls on our lundoes .
Na e.trQ chorge."

6 p .m ,-q p .m.

10
UMR MEAL PLAN
9
SLOGAN NIGHT
Miner . "\ bought 0 no nome
wotch for S5 two yean ago . 'iner., mar. In Ine m iddle
\ dropped It In tn.
alan Egg McMuHin Inon on
Mlssln ippl River losl year
egg In In. m iddle of
and it's stili runn ing ."
o muH ln ."
2nd Min.r , 'i n. some
wolcn?"
Soy II In 2 second,· w in 0
Miner, "No. Th. Mini.sippl
bog of Irl.s .
Riv.r."
6 p .m .·9 p .m .
UMR MEAL PLAN
Miner , ·Wer. you true to
m. wh.n I wos owoy?"
Coed , "Oh yes , John
darling , y •• Jonn ."
Mine' , "My name Isn't
John. "
Coecl .

·'s.. how

J II. 10

John ."
UMR M£AL PLAN

'Whol you see is wnol yo u
gel .
McDonold's g ilt ce rtif icot es .
your besl be l."
QUIZ NIGHT

11

I of 3 ·w ln a bog of Iries . 3
of 3·w in a burg.r .
6 p .m ,.q p .m ,

SLOGAN NIGHT
Choosy ch . .s. choos.rs
olwoys soy ch . .. . please
wh.n Ihey choo•• the
ch ••s. in the
chees.burg.r. at
McDonold'. "
Soy it in 2 second,·win 0
bog of fri.s .
6
p .m .

"Wllhout McDonald's 9ift
c.rtilleotes as a rul • .
Christmas stockings Qr. not
quit. full. "
JOKE NIGHT
G.t a chuckl.-win 0
bog of fri. s.
Mok. us lough.wln
a breakfast.
6 p.m .. 9 p .m .

2nd coed , 'Wos h.
~ol fresn ?--

CLOSED

Miner coed , "No l \ thought
h. wos dead."

Doctor , ·'You·v. s impl.,. gol
to hove more d iv.rsion and
r.loxotion ."
Poll.nt , "But Doc, I'm too
bu.y ,"
Doctor, ·'Non • .n • • , onh.
or. hard working
creoture" but &till attend
au the picnlu .'·

31
HAPPY
NEW YEAR'S EVE
Ash • • to o.h.s.
dust to dUlt .
7 9 , you're going 10 rust .
To nigh!". colebrotions
w.lcom. Ih. n.w,

BIRTHDAY PARTIES
W. catef" to all ages .

"Sunda.s, ·co".s , and
apple pl.s ,
G reat d.... rts for all
you guys :'

CREW BIRTHDAYS
Dec . • I(IooIm IooM ...
O" . , . ~ I'.,.,

No FUII I No MU ll l
Call usl
341 ·2180· Ask for
Sharo n o r manage r

__

o..;. " "Ml_,
o.c" .T,ocy tu,dI.,

plans for you .

McDonald's birthday cokes
availobl. 'or nom. partl.s .

26

Athlete of the Week
Sue Senneiderjohn-KO

" A Big Mac , A Shake

lillie GeOrgie received a new drum for Christmas
ond shortly thereafter , wh.n his falh.r com.
nom. from work on• •v.nlng, his moth.r sold, '"
don't think th. man upstairs lik.s to hear Geargl.
ploy his drum , bul h.'s c.rtoinly subtle oboul it ."
"Just what do you mean?" asked the foth.r ,
"W.lt, " said Georgi.s moth.r, "this afternoon h.
gov. Georgi. a knll., and ask him If h. kn.w
whol wos Inside the drum : '

treal ,
As a loving g it! ,
il can 't b. bea !."

s.cretorle. Corn.r

21

Fath.r to daught.r , "Your
boy friend asked for your
kond and I cons.nt.d. "
OaugM.r , " But fotner . I
don' I wont to laov.
molh.r ."
Foth.r , " If It will make you
hoppy , th.n toke your
moth.r with you ."

UMR Schedule.-December
Right answ.r wins a
breakfGII .

~:n:.~w~·~'::::::::::= 1

SO. I" .... iu . Il .. 'q~.
$otl"o. lvs/ t u rquol..
SogIno. j u l l1 ~ , quo l ••

Copt ko' .. w
Co po-ko ...... .

CoprI~ " ...

Gol".,

, Got...,
'Gotn.,

Crew PerlOn of the Month-ANN CARTER

M.n'. Bo.k.lboll- D.c . S·W.,t.rn III. U·H.r.: Dec .
IS·Arkansos Teoch· Ther.: Dec . 28-29·Unlv . of
Alobomo·Birmingham Clouic· Tn.r• .
Wom.n', Bosk.tboll- Oeoc . 3·Me . Southef"n ·Th.r.;
Dec . S·SMS·H.r.

Ra11a Bu11dags-December
8oys- Deoc . I ·Houstan Tournam.nt; 4.Woshington:
8·Ja" Cily: 11 ·ot Houlton; 17·20-Rollo JV Tourna.
m.nl . G irls-D.c . 3' 01 Pacific : 7.Springfl.ld.
C.ntrol : IO· St . Cloir: 14· SI . . lvill • .

SoolnD.;"&lT."qtIOII.
Sa1Il"D'I.. o.JT.. .....,I. .
Soglt,o, iva/Turq-"o

So" lno.iul, Tu,otuo/ ••

o.t . »Oo"IelIU;~

NAOMI COFFMAN
Th. r.gulor m ••tlng of the Rollo Area N.S.A . will
b. Dec.mbe, II, at tna home of Jean Stubbl.fi.ld
In Cubo , Mo . Gu.sts welcom.1 For mar. inlormo.
tion, call 341 ·4172 .

,..,...,l-Irth•• OII .

Sotlt'o'i ... . t T... qvol••

o.c. l3." "". VonHottl

SECItETAItY OF THE MONTH

" Tis th. leason to b. jolly :
. Glv. McDonald',
c.rtiflcot.s , by golly ,"

Dec I3-MUl i.W. ... bo .....
0..:. '~ ........ WIM ..• ...
OM. 11·Uoo C.ot..

~RHA

Rallo's Annual Christmas Parade
December 1

And Thou ."
6 p .m .·9 p .m .
"McDonald's Gilt

" Family dining 01
McDonald's tn.y SDy .
Mokes for 0 pl.osonl and
happy day."

Teom of tneWe.k

"Man I. a strange creature. He will buy sea.on
foolboll tickels tnrea months In odvonce, yet wail
till the losl minute on Chrillmos Ev. to buy hi'
pres.nts

CANDlELIGHT DINNER

CANDLeliGHT NIGHT
"Tak. h.r to d lnn"r at
McDonald', ton ight.
Tobl.clolh. OfId condl., will
prove Q d.llght ."
6 p .m .·9 p .m .

Team of the We.k
Sig Ep Phi

November UMR Women'. Intramural.

" Under tn e mistleto. a
fr iendly k iss .
Toke her to McDonald's ,
Ihe nexl will b. bliss ."

O":. :I'O-II .....elh .._ ..

o.c. 71 .,..,.,.Uyn v_o
1980, hov. w. got

McDonald's prices .'"
6 p .m .-9 p.m .

CANDLElIGHT NIGHT

23

30

BUBBLE GUM NIGHT
1" bubble-win a bog of
fr ies . 3" bubble-win a
burger. 5'" hubbl e-w in a
br.aklast .
6 p.m .. 9 p .m .
"McCnlcken , Big Mac. Egg
McMuHin , Filets .
Four I.ading sandwlch.s
' o r Am.rlcan gourmets ."

November UMR Men'. Intramural.
Alhlet. a' the Week
Mike Heet ·TJ

" A nile at Ine Waldorf at

"Se-ots for 14.4 romontlel
No r.servotions"
6 p .m .·9 p .m .

Min.r coed , 'When I w.nt
out with Fred, I hod to slop
h is foc. flv. times ."

UMR MEAL PLAN

I hoop· win 0 bog o f fr ie s . 3
hoops · w in a bu rger . Se nio r
Citize n · 1 noo p·wl n a
breakfast .
6 p .m .. 9 p .m.
"An ornament by Norman
Rockwell on a Ir_ .
Made pouible by
McDonald's , ~.' you can

December

For Grade & Junior High School
"Which will bum longer- o wox or lollow candl.?'"
Answ.r ________________________
Nome ______________~------~Tear au I , hand to monogef", rlgnl on.w.r w ins a
bog of fries .

1979
their hostility is not to the
American people but it is to the
C.I.A. agents and the V .S.
government foreign policy.
To understand the reality
behind such an extensive antiV.S. feeling in Iran, we have to
analyze the history of the
American government interference in Ir<~n. It started in
1953 when the national elected
government of premier . Dr.
Mossadegh was toppled by a
plot orchestrated by the C.I.A.
to reinstate the shah back to
power. Since then the V.S.
government was directly involved in Iran's internal affairs.
By the help of the V.S.
government,
the
shah
organized his secret police,
SA VAK. to demolish any sign of
liberation movement in the
country. During his 37 years of
dictatorial rule, there was
nothing but, oppression, torture
or killing of innocent people,
mostly students, engineers,
doctors, writers and other
educated people. The shah was
EDITORIAL
"Letters to the Editor" expressing your feelings concerning campus, national, or
world affairs are encouraged,
but
their
subsequent
publication does not indicate
the Miner Staff sbares your
point of view. Only signed
letters will be accepted, and are
subject to edItting.
Last week, among the letters
to the editor in Missouri Miner,
there was an unsigned letter
"Americans
Held
entitled
Hostage". These types of at·
titude along with other incidents taken place on campus
during the last two weeks made
us write this note.
The letter urges American
youth to be united against the
Iranian people who happen to
be presently in the Vnited
States. The call of so called
Youth of America (Y.O.A.) for
the deportation of all the
Iranians from this country is
not the main subject of this
note. The important lssue is the
fact that certain groups in
power are deliberately creating
an artificial atmosphere of
emotion within the American
society to establish their long
term colonial aims around the
world.
The American news media,
practically in service of these
groups, is sensationalizing this
matter. As a result' of the
emotional and
misleading
news, in less than a week, the
entire
American
society
becomes like an explosive. Of
course, the immediate target is
the Iranian students in this
country. The fabricated news of
bombing the public buildings
attributed to the Iranian
students and other well or·
chestrated actions by the
similar elements as Y.O.A.
created a good opportunity to
take
action
against
the
Iranians. As a result we have
been the target of the most
harassing insults, attacks and
threats during the past two
weeks. Many have been beaten
up and imprisoned in parts of
the Vnited States. Surprisingly,
these actions are taking place in
a country which is claimed to be
the land of laws.
At the same time, except 49
V.S. government employees
and spies being held hostage at
the V.S. embassy in Tehran,
other America.n citizens who
are numbered over 2,000 in Iran
are continuing their routine life.
Many of these people are
married to Iranians. ' Not a
Single word of any hostility to
those Americans has been
reported. In fact, the Iranian
people have made it clear that

MISSOURI MINER
constantly being supported for
all his criminal actions by the
V.S . government.
During the massive uprising
of the last year in Iran, the V.S.
government
continued
its
support of the shah and even
was directly involved in
training and arming the shah's
special military units to crush
the Iranian mo'vement for in·
dependence and democracy.
Nevertheless, the revolution
succeeded to overthrow the

13
shah, leaving over 60,000
patriots dead. The V.S. support
of the shah did not yet end.
After only 9 months he was
allowed to enter into the V.S .
soil allegedly for cancer
treatment. In fact, the presence
of the shah in America was part
of a plot to overthrow the
present regime in Iran and
being the supporters of the shah
back to power. This is proven by
the documents found in the V.S.
embassy in Tehran. So, the

Shaft
Open 1 p .m.-l a.m . daily

ladies Night Wednesday

takeover of the V.S. embassy in
Iran is a direct response to the
V.S. government interference
in Iran's internal affairs. The
message is quite clear. No more
no
more
inespionage,
terference, no more coup and no
more shah. We look forward to
the return of the hostages and
the extradition of the shah for
trial.
Iranian Student Association

Busch on Tap
36~"33"
Rolla, Missouri

1107 Pin.

HOT SANDWICHES
HOT CHILI

HERE'S ONE ENGINEERING OPPORTUNITY
YOU WON'T GET IN PRIVATE INDUSTRY.

If you're thinking about a
technical position' after graduation,
think about this:
How many companies can offer
you a nuclear submarine to operate?
The answer is none. Equipment
like this is available only in
one place-the Navy.
The Navy operates over half the
nuclear reactors in America .
So our training is the broadest and
most comprehensive. We start by
giving you a year of advanced

technical education. In graduate
school, this would cost you
thousands, but in the Navy, we
pay you.
Once you're a commissioned
Nuclear Propulsion Officer, you'll
earn a top salary. Over $24,000
a year after four years. And
you'll be responsible for some
of the most advanced equipment
developed by man.
The Navy also has other
opportunities in surface ships

and aviation assignments. If you
are majoring in engineering, math
or the physical sciences, contact
your placement office to find out
when a Navy representative will be
on campus. Or send your resume to:
Navy Officer Programs,
Code 312-B923, 4015 Wilson Blvd.,
Arlington, VA 22203.
The Navy. When it comes to
nuclear training, no one can give
you a better start.

NAVY OFFICER.
IT'S NOT JUsT A JOB, IT'S AN ADVENTURE.
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Miner Basketball

From Last To Fi rst
By GERRY SCHNITZLER
In the tournament held last
Thursday and Frida y at UMR .
the Miners came out on top both
nights to finish first. Last year
in the same tournament held in
St. Louis, UMR finished a
dismal la st. The victory was
that much more satisfyi ng.
Friday night UMR met the
Chiefs
from
Morningside
College (Iow a) and managed a
75-72 win after tr iple overtime.
After r egulation play the score
was knotted al 56-56. Both
teams scored 4 pOints in the
first overtime and 6 in the
second . The Miners won it in the
third overtime by a score of 7572. Jerry Watkins, a reserve
forward, got the Miners ' final
basket which gave them a
three-point buffer.

excellent first half by Horhn . In
the second half, Nesbitt led the
Miners to their impressive 10484 victory . At one time the
Miners le'd by 24 points. Gary
Riechmann had a good game
with 13 points and both Lucas
and Bauer with 10.

Also Friday night. UMKC beat
UMSL 91-73 . The K angaroos
from KC fairly trounced UMSL .
Their halftime lead of 43-36 was
stretched during the last period .
Saturday evening the Miners
jumped all over the Kansas City
Kangaroos , winning 104-84 and
taking first place in their
second year in the tournament.

For UMKC Vinnie Ga yle was
top scorer with 32 points. He
was named to the all tournament team also. as was
Morningside's Mark Faber and
UMSL 's William Harris .
Also on Saturda v, Morningside College disposed of
UMSL 74-72, taking third place .
UMR team statistics :

Calvin Horhn had 18 pOints in
the first half and 30 on th e
game. Derek Nesbitt , held to
only 2 points in the first period,
exploded for 26 points in the
second half. Nesbitt was 10 of 11
from the field and lead all
rebounding with 10. Both Horhn
and Nesbitt were named to th e
all-tournament
team ,
and
Nesbitt was named the tournament 's most valuable pla yer.
The first half ended UMR 44 UMKC 38, due mainly to an

1IIIIt

( HECK

ll STlNG~

jI'I'"

'7

5

HEY - = = ==1003 PINE

ROllA
364-5495

SPORT
shop

Saturday's Game
K ipp
2- 5 1-2 5 5
Nesbitt
10-11 8-8 10 28
Riechmann
3- 6 7-9 6 13
Horhn
13-15 4-4 4 30
Bauer
4- 6 2-4 2 10
Lucas
3- 6 4-5
1 10
Fuerman
2- 2 0-0 4 4
0- I 0-0 0 0
Goodenow
Watkins
2- 3 ' 0-0 0 4
Sandbothe
0- 0 0-0 0 0
0- I 0-0 0 0
Haas
Tappmeyer
0- I 0-0 0 0
Thanks to all who supported
the team at the games.

The follow-in g is the mos t upto·date list of int ra mural pOi nl s
ava il ab le. Thi s li sl does not
in clud e
th e r es ult s
fr om
UMR had three people place r acquetball and tabl e lenni s.
first in two events. Mike Th e sports that are in cluded
Clyburn in the 100 and 200 back ar e: Golf, Cross Counlry.
stroke, Don Havey in the 100 Swimming, Football , Tennis,
and 200 breast stroke, and Don Vo lley ball ,
Soccer,
and
Ferron in the one and three Billi ards .

meter diving .

TOP TEN

1310.5
1156.5
1111
1107.5
1097.S
1084
1070

Sig Ep
TKE
Kappa Sig
KA
RHA
Sig Nu
TJHA ·

SEMO is the defending
champion in the MlAA League.
They beat UMR last year 516509. The Miners are going to try
to avenge that loss this year.

For more information, call Steve.
Fischer, 364·2622 or 9823

-

WE

011
10
If
ha
us

Pi'ker s
Beta Sig
Phi K ap

t061.5
1029
1007.5

Acacia
A E Pi

m

ABS
BSU
Campu s
CSA
Delta Sig

St6S
525
694
323
853 .5

Delta Tau
FELA
CCH
GDI
Lambda Chi

631 5
284
644
913
962 .5

MATES
SigPi
Sig Tau
Tee
Theta Xi

452
986
865
924 .5
520

Triangle
Wesley
Manor Inn

91 :3.
677
549 .

Over 600 college students from 35 . 6 Days/5 Nights in condominiums
3 full days of ski rental.
campuses are going on this trip
3 day lift pass.
alone. THIS IS YOUR LAST
Mountain Picnic
CHANCE. Sign up before
December 13.

--

I~

a(

SKI
~
ASPEN!!! JANUARY 7-12

- -

t\

M
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pOints in the second game. He
was also the leading scorer in
the first game that UMR
played.

Intramural Point
Break-Down

fOP fXA(.r AIR fi lM

~

It
K

dt

Derek.Nesbltt
Derek is a senior forward on
the basketball team , He was
named the most valuable
player of the basketball tournament this weekend. He had 28

1025 Kingshighway Rolla, Mo.
Phone 314/341-2999

leg weights, waist trimmers, weight lifting equip.
Nylon workout suits Sweatshirts & sweatpants
Sport Shoes·Converse, Nike, Brooks, New Balance,
Osaga
Hiking Boots
Fraternity Prices

9
4

g~

Prock's Motor Co.

GET IN SHAPE FOR THE HOLIDAYS!

2

8

fit

Swimmers Place Second
Arkansas at Little Rock and
Evans~e . .
.
. UMR s swunmers went mto
the meet unrested while SEMO
had ~pered for the ~eet , After
the flI"8t day the Miners were
down by 43 points and came
back strong on the second day.

1

ce

By Gerry Schnitzler

By ED RANDALL
The swim team competed in
the SEMS National Qualify last
Friday ~d Saturday . SEMS
captured first with 437 points,
with UMR finishing in a close
second talleying 436 points,
Other teams in the meet were

8 18
9 IS
4 14

Athlete of the Week

'"

tI:li;
" l1

2- 8 1-2

2·2
5-8
2-3
0·2
0-2
3-4
0-1

M-CLUB

Th e Pittsburgh Ste eler s. le d
by their mercuri al qu arter bac k
Terry Br adsh aw (p ict ur ed ),
trave l t o t he As t rodo me in
Houst on. Texas. whe r e t hey' ll
do ba tt le with the arch-,'ival
Oi lers in an ABC-TV Monday
Night Foot ball til t on MONDAY,
DEC. 10.
.
Th e Oile r s are su re to
unleash crack r un ning bac k
Ea rl Ca mpbell on t he Pittsburgh second ary. Thi s key AF C
Ce ntr al game will be th e
subjec t of mu ch ta lk fro m t he
in imi t abl e Howa rd Cose ll . who
will sha r e t he m ike with
co ll eagues Fr ank Gifford and
Don Meredith .

111111

Kipp

8-10
5-14
6-10
1- 8
4-11
3- 6
2· 3

th

MONDAY NIGHT
FOOTBAll

Plli .1

UMR

Friday's Game
FG FT Reb TP

Nesbitt
Riechmann
Horhn
Bauer
Lucas
Fuerman
Watkins

Only $179

Party Bus $70

h04

thi
"r
ye
de
sta

tes

SI.
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Girls Prepare For Season
SOURCE:OPI
ROLLA . Mo. - With a fine
ca'st of returnees brightening
her outlook, head coach Annette
Caurso foresees an exciting
1979-80 season for the University of Missouri-Rolla women 's
basketball team.
Although Karen Williamson is
the lone senior on the team, the
M iriers will have depth and
Quickness and should develop
and progress as the season goes
along.
Williamson will co-captian
the squad along with junior
Karen Peacock, and the two of
them will be out to see that the
Miners better last year's fine
15-6 record.
Caruso sees no reason why
the team shouldn't prosper
during the upcoming season.
"We will be Quicker than last
year's team and have more
depth, " she said. "And those
two pOints should help us get
over the loss of Dallas Kirk."
Kirk, last year's starting
center.
was
lost
through
graduation . Her position will be
filled by freshmen Barbara
Berry and Dolly Johnson .

H the Miners have any major
weakness, Caruso feels it lies in
oCCensive rebounding . " We need
to be more aggressive going
arter the second oCCensive shot.
H we could hit the boards
harder, it would really boost
us, "
Caruso believes improving
this area may be the key to
" really doing ~omething this
year. H we can also play better
defense, we are capable ' of
staying with any team ."
The Miners will get their first
test Nov. 17 when Division I foe
St. Louis University vi~its the

other co-captain, Peacock is the
team 's catalyst and makes
things happen on the court. She
is also a good defensive player.
"SI. Louis University has the
Peacock was one of the team's
height
advantage," Caruso
scoring leaders last year with a
12.0 average and will be counted
stressed . " But we will try to
on again this year for oCCensive
combat that with our Quickness
punch .
and team speed."
Carmen Bater (5-9, soph .,
Three St. Louis players will
forward, Newburg, Mo. ) : She
be over six-feet tall, and the also averaged 12.0 last year and
Miner coach expects the foes to has one of the best outside shots
be formidable .
on the team . She should con tinue to improve defensively
"We split two games with
and be a big part of the UMR
them last season. so I know we
squad once again .
can beat them." she said . "St.
Tina Walter (5-2, soph .,
Louis had 'a good recruiting
guard, Hobart, IN): Walker will
year and should do a fine job ."
help in ball -handling and take
some of the load oCC of
Caruso admits the first few
the regular season Williamson in this department.
games
may be the toughest part of the She will be the Quarterback on
Miners' schedule, but she feels offense. Averaged 2.0 last
the early challenge will help' the season .
Becky Ommen (5-10, soph .,
team.
forward, Kansas City, Mo . ):
Ommen will be able to spell
" We have some experience on
the team, and I think that we people oCC the bench and ' do a
will do a good job, " she said . good job whenever she is in the
" We will look for a lot of scoring game. She is a very stable
help from people like Carmen player who is very good at
the
outlet
pass .
Baker and Williamson, who getting
should be helped out by the ball- Averaged 3.0 last season .
Valerte Lewis (5-7, soph .,
handling
talents
of
Tina
forward, Jackson, MS ): Lewis
Walker."
Becky Ommen and Val Lewis will be one of the main players
coming oCC the bench . She is
will serve as swing players.
Caruso sees Walker as the very strong defensively and
" Quarterback " of the team , worked hard over the summer
freeing Williamson to do some ' to improve her oCCensive game.
Averaged 2.0 last year.
additional oCCensive work .
Barbara Berry (6-l'.'l. fresh .,
Individual character sketches
of each member of the 1979-80 center, Sedalia, Mo. ) : Berry
will start at center and will add
Miners follow:
Karen WUlIam80n (5-3, sr., Quickness to the position . She
guard, Marion, IA): One of the has big shoes to fill in replacing
team 's co-captains, Williamson Kirk, but she will be able to
has started every game in her keep teams honest inside. She
four years here. She is an ex- also will be able to keep the fast
cellent ball-handler and shooter break going.
and is the only senior on the
DoUy Johnson (6-0, fresh .,
team . She averaged 8.0 points center, Troy, Mo. ): Johnson
will be the main back-up center.
per outing last year .
Karen Peacock (5-8, jr., She has improved offensively
forward, Lewistown, Mo . ) : The and should come on as the
Gale Bullman Multi-Purpose
Building for the 7:30 p.m .
season opener. .

Chrts Bartey (5-6, sr., guard,
Union, Mo.): She has a good
outside shot but must improve
her Quickness before she can
playa major role on the team . A
team player who has a lot of
determination, she averaged .3
pOints a game last year.
Beety Kovartt (5-11 , fresh .,
center, Lebanon, Mo. ) : She will
be a back-up center. She has
been working to sharpen her
fundamentals . The freshman
has a very good attitude.
RhoDda Canning (5-9, soph .,
forward,
Florissant,
Mo. ):
Canning has an excellent outside shot. She needs to work on
Quickness and defense.

ATTENTION!

or

GIFT SHOPPING?

CA.SH FOR BOOKS! .
Bring All Your Books

To

CAMPUS
BOOK STORE
Hair it is

If you are looking for a new and unique yet
usable and functional gift for that CAMERA
enthusiast of yours, then you should consider the
affordable

season progresses .
Sandy Hunter (5.8 soph .,
forward, Ozark, Mo): Arter a
year 's lay-off Hunter needs
some time to get her skills
together. She will add depth
eventually if not immediately :
Darlene Bramel (5-2'-'2 , soph .,
guard,
Newburg,
Mo. ) :
A teammate of Baker's at
Newburg, she is doing some
things very well and should be
able to progress to a starting
role eventually .
Beth Eberle (5-4, fresh .,
guard, St. Louis, Mo. ): Has a lot
to learn but is a sound defensive
player. She needs to work on
shooting on the move .

1==] CAMERA CASE
safari'·

All single lens reflex (SlR) camera bodies
(leica, Nikon : Canon, Olympus, Pentax, .Etc.)
with any length lens (35mm to 300mm) can be
accommodated in this modular, hard-shell case;
which can be used as just a lens case, too .

GO SKIING, BACKPACKING,
.TRAVELING, ANYWHERE

Ask for
Shan
&
(owne r )

Keep that expensive camera protected yet ready
to use in an instant. The Safari™ Camera Case
will give you new freedom and flexibility with
super protection that you haven't had before .

For more details and to lee the case, go by The
University Bookltore on Campul and check out
the Safari™ display or go by Creve Coeur Camera
in St. louis or Metro Photo In Kansas City.

Rita
Call us any t i me.
Men having trouble find ing a salon that's r ight for you! Why not.
treat you rself to a new style bef ore going home for the holidays?
We're experts in men 's styl ing & perms . Call us today for an
appointment today .

Holster style from a belt

Fast access

From the neck

601 K ingshighway

$5

Ownel"~ Speeial Ha ir C ll t.
(Plaza Laund r amat)
364-7130
Nt'w
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UMR Intramurals

TKE Takes Two Titles
By GERRY SCHNITZLER

11'1, I'

.lill t
Ihlll

The day was Thursday
November 29. The place was the
house of Tau Kappa Epsilon
Fraternity . The event:
a
possible double championship
in one night in two major intramural sports. The entire
season in both Soccer and
Volleyball could now be summed up in one last game in each
sport ...
Who could predict the outcome? The TEKEs were confident of victory and assured
friends that history would be
made in the finals that night.
The mask of a reassuring grin
was all the TEKEs would show .
Was that mask really quite that
confident?
In soccer this year TKE
struggled to victory after
victory . A victory meant a fight
oftentimes the team found itself
in overtime or penalty kicks.
The soccer team didn 't " blow
anyone away " but it did
manage .10 hang in there
with its opponents until the
final whistle . That "hanging
tough " paid off last Thursday
when TKE met RHA in the
Soccer finals. The first half was
fairly even. In the second half
TKE scored twice, once on a
penalty kick . The 2-0 victory
was an impressive tally for a
team which rarely won by such
a large margin_ The team
fought hard all season and with
some luck and a lot of perseverance ended up as number
one. Soccer: the first crown.
At 9:45 p.m. barely two hours
after TKE's soccer championship the volleyball final was
initiated. Could that selfconfident smile have been truly
prophetic ? Two first place intramural crowns in one night
had never been achieved by
any-one
organization
ever
before ...
The net was stretched at
• middle court and the officials
covered every line, every angle .
GDI was undefeated in Oivision
I, league I. TKE was undefeated in league II. One of
them would leave the gym
with a perfect record - the
other would not.
Game I (in reality round I)
went to GOI , 15-6. Perhaps a
double championship just could
not be accomplished. Where
was the reassuring grin now?
Game II showed that same
winning spirit well up in the
TKE crowd and in the team .
Points came more easily for
TKE in game II and they won
15-10.

Game III would decide the
volleyball championship. The
confident grin was stretched to
a strained smile_ Could TKE
add another trophy to its
collection or would GOI, ani
equally deserving team take the
crown?
Points went by slowly.
Finally the score reached lI-II .
It was fitting that the undefeated teams from GOI and
TKE would compete with fury

and frenzy until only one could
be called victorious. The score
was knotted at II for several
minutes.
F)ngernails
were
devoured as the final minute
drew near ..
History was made! Somehow
TKE overcame their skilled
opponents from GOI to win 15II .. The game was decided; the
match was decided; the season
was over and a double cham-

pion was born . The complacent
grin was replaced by cries of

laughter "We knew it all the
time!"

Wrestlers Take 7th
By ED RANDALL
On Friday UMR's wrestlers
competed in the Graceland
Tournament in LaMona, Iowa.
NWMS took first with UMR
finishing seventh out of eight
teams.
Scott Chalmers finished third

in the 150 pound weight class
and Bill Spencer took fourth in
the 167 pound wrestlers~ for
UMR.

This Friday UMR will go to
St. Louis for a double-<lual meet
with McMurry and Washington
Universities.

G&D STEAK HOUSE

Open 7 days

11 a.m.-9 p.m.

Forum Ploza

6 Oz . Ribeye

8 Oz. Chuck

8 Oz. Fillet

STEAK

STEAK

STEAK

2.50 2.20 -3 .07
Includes Baked Potato or French Fries & Texas Toast.
Free Ice Cream.

OZARK
MOUNTAIN
SPORTS
Outfitters

Made possible by a grant from

'1'

P
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Rockwell International

Presented on PBS by WOED Pittsburgh . A Trans World International Production .
Hwy.63 N.

Rolla 364-1681
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